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was a national security risk. Those
were his exact words, ‘‘a national security risk.’’
Well, if we can put the kids on a diet
in school because it is a national security risk for getting people to meet the
weight standards of our military, isn’t
this a national security risk when you
have all of these resources that are redirected from F–35s and pension plans
and a raise for our military and housing on our bases, and the list goes on
and on, redirect those resources to sexual reassignment surgery and then
have them mustered out of the service
as soon as they get what they went
into the service for in the first place?
This is idiocy on the part of the United
States Congress.
I salute the gentlewoman from Missouri (Mrs. HARTZLER) for introducing
this amendment. I had a similar
amendment that was turned down in
the Rules Committee. But this is something this Congress made a significant
error on. Twenty-four Republicans and
every single Democrat voted against
this.
I thank the gentleman from Texas
for bringing up the topic, and I would
be happy to yield back to the gentleman from Texas (Mr. GOHMERT).
Mr. GOHMERT. Mr. Speaker, I thank
my friend for his comments.
In fact, some people sometimes think
that we exaggerate, but my very good
friend from Iowa and I have stood there
on the mountaintop outside of Vienna
where Western civilization stood there
in the gap, and it was all at risk. The
odds were that Western civilization
was going to end with the fall of Vienna. If the radical Islamic group that
had taken so much of the territory already, if Vienna fell, then the rest of
Europe would fall. There would be no
stopping this radical Islamic movement through Europe, and there is a
good chance we are not even here in
this fashion today.
I thought about that and my friend
and I standing up there getting a briefing from an individual that knew the
history so well, that this is where one
group was, this is where the siege was,
that is where the Polish group brought
cannons, and no one in the Islamic
group thought it was possible to get
cannons up there.
I thought about that and reflected on
that as President Trump was speaking
in Warsaw, Poland, and it was clear
how desirous the Polish people have always been for freedom: Yes, you can
practice what religion you want to, but
don’t come try to take over our country and tell us we can’t pursue Christianity.
I did not realize until President
Trump gave that speech that there in
Warsaw, when Pope John Paul II,
came, that they were screaming ‘‘We
want God’’ as a group—amazing.
So as I recall, though, it was a Polish
prince or king that came down, King
Jan Sobieski who came to the aid of
the Viennese people. They were under
siege. They were going to be defeated.
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It meant the fall of Western civilization; perhaps we headed into a new
Dark Ages. And this Polish king comes
down, determined, gets cannon up on
this mountaintop that no one who was
in the 2 years of seeking a sex change
operation and sex reassignment, as
they call it, could possibly help do during that 2-year period. They got cannons up the mountain in position to
help stop the obliteration there of the
Western-civilized Vienna, to stop the
fall of that radical Islamic empire from
taking over and destroying Western
civilization, making slaves of all of
those whom they overtook.
And some, of course, in their party
believed that if an individual refused to
become a Muslim, they should be
killed. Others believed in the more humane treatment that, no, you make
them slaves, and as long as they keep
paying their tax, which is really an admittance that there is no God greater
than the Islamic God, as long as they
are willing to subjugate themselves
and worship at the altar by paying that
fee to show that they were subservient
to the Islamic God, then they could be
allowed to live.
Those were two problems back in
that day: Do we let the people live if
they won’t become Muslim, or do we
just go ahead and kill them? And many
humane thinkers thought: Well, no. As
long as they will submit to our god,
pay the tax to show they are submitting to our god; and Christianity’s God,
they have got to forget talking about
that or they do need to be killed. Just
pay the tax and they can go about still
living.
If Vienna doesn’t stand, if it falls, as
was anticipated, we are done.
And I can assure my friends here in
the House that there was no one who
was out there defeating the radical Islamic desire to wipe out Western civilization who had undergone a sex change
operation in the prior 2 years.
This is a risky time in our history.
As others have pointed out, no matter
what societal experimentations people
want to undertake, what type of lifestyles people want to undertake, the
military is intended to protect our
freedom so that we can pursue these
things.
And I know President Obama was
fond of saying: Gee, Guantanamo is a
greater recruiting tool. But as I have
talked to Muslim friends—yes, I do
have them around the world. As I have
talked to Muslim friends in other parts
of the world, whether Afghanistan,
Egypt, other parts of the Middle East,
North Africa, they say: You have got to
understand, some of the things you do
in the United States make for incredible recruiting posters for radicals in
our Muslim faith.
When it is advertised that the United
States Congress is in favor of taking
men and surgically making them into
women with the money that they
would use to protect the Nation otherwise, or taking women and doing surgery to make them men, the United
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States Congress would rather spend
that money on that surgery than defeating radical Islam, then it is an advertising, just a bonanza for the radical
Islamists.
My Muslim friends tell me, they then
agree, the recruits: You are right. If
that is how stupid they are, their society has no right to remain on the
Earth. We need to take them out. They
are too stupid.
A disappointing night last night and
a disappointing week.
Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance
of my time.
f

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted to:
Mr. JONES (at the request of Mr.
MCCARTHY) for today on account of a
medical appointment.
f

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. GOHMERT. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 2 o’clock and 1 minute p.m.),
under its previous order, the House adjourned until Monday, July 17, 2017, at
noon for morning-hour debate.
f

OATH FOR ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
Under clause 13 of rule XXIII, the following Member executed the oath for
access to classified information:
JIMMY GOMEZ
f

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.
Under clause 2 of rule XIV, executive
communications were taken from the
Speaker’s table and referred as follows:
1967. A letter from the Secretary, Department of Defense, transmitting a letter authorizing three officers to wear the insignia
of the grade of major general, pursuant to 10
U.S.C. 777(b)(3)(B); Public Law 104-106, Sec.
503(a)(1) (as added by Public Law 108-136, Sec.
509(a)(3)); (117 Stat. 1458); ; to the Committee
on Armed Services.
1968. A letter from the Secretary, Department of Defense, transmitting a letter authorizing two officers to wear the insignia of
the grade of major general, pursuant to 10
U.S.C. 777(b)(3)(B); Public Law 104-106, Sec.
503(a)(1) (as added by Public Law 108-136, Sec.
509(a)(3)); (117 Stat. 1458); ; to the Committee
on Armed Services.
1969. A letter from the Secretary, Department of Defense, transmitting a letter authorizing Captain William S. Dillon, United
States Navy, to wear the insignia of the
grade of rear admiral (lower half), pursuant
to 10 U.S.C. 777(b)(3)(B); Public Law 104-106,
Sec. 503(a)(1) (as added by Public Law 108-136,
Sec. 509(a)(3)); (117 Stat. 1458); to the Committee on Armed Services.
1970. A letter from the Attorney-Advisor,
U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland
Security, transmitting the Department’s
temporary final rule — Safety Zone; Lake
Michigan, Whiting, Indiana [Docket No.:
USCG-2017-0195] (RIN: 1625-AA00) received
July 13, 2017, pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
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